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Solid freeform fabrication (SFF) technology has shown a great deal of promise for the 
plastic injection molding industry due to its ability to produce complex geometry tooling 
relatively quickly. However, one shortcoming of metal-based SFF processes is that they 
have difficulty producing parts with acceptable surface quality. As such, secondary 
operations, such as machining, are frequently required thereby increasing fabrication time 
and cost. In addition, there is variation in the surface quality that is dependent upon the 
surface orientation during the build process. For example, parts produced using the metal-
based 3-D printing process have vertical faces with a typical roughness 50% greater than 
the horizontal faces.  
This work investigates surface finish improvement techniques used with 3D printed 
metal parts during the infiltration treatment. The goal is to produce injection mold tooling 
with an acceptable surface quality without performing a secondary machining process. 
By extending the infiltration cycle and applying a planar contact surface to the face of a 
sample, reductions in roughness of up to 83% were achieved. Such a surface would be 
categorized as a D-series surface under the surface finish standards for injection molding. 
The optimal condition for roughness reduction is to use a horizontally oriented printed 
face with a polished quartz blank applied during an extended infiltration cycle. This study 
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The objective of this research is to improve the surface finish of metal-based rapid 
tooling fabricated using 3D printing equipment such as the ProMetal-R2 machine. In 
particular, the process used here is a method developed at the Clemson Engineering 
Technologies Laboratory (CETL) known as “contact infiltration.” The capability to easily 
improve part quality in rapid prototyped tooling is of great interest to the injection 
molding industry.  This tooling has many benefits over traditional tooling in that rapid 
tooling can contain complex geometry and can be built in a fraction of the time needed to 
produce traditional tooling.  
However, the fabrication process and post-processing steps required for a finished 3D 
printed part limits part quality.  Building a 3D model in thin 2D layers imparts a stepped 
effect while infiltration and the use of a powder build material results in a rough surface 
texture. These quality issues are not limited only to 3D printing; instead they are inherent 
to most RP build techniques. Some of these processes use wax, plastics, or ceramics, but 
many of them have an analogous RP process that utilizes metal. Because of these 
limitations a secondary finishing process, such as CNC machining, is often necessary for 
producing a satisfactory part.  
The Clemson Engineering Technologies Laboratory (CETL) is currently engaged in 
research for the US Department of Energy. One initiative of this work is Rapid 
Component Fabrication (RCF). As defined by the CETL, “Rapid Component Fabrication 
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is the integration of the latest technical advances in 3D computer aided design, reverse 
engineering and rapid prototyping, coupled with injection molding, casting or CNC 
machining to allow quick and inexpensive production of experimental but fully 
functional components.” In the scope of this work, the ProMetal-R2 machine is an asset 
to both rapid prototyping and injection molding. With this in mind, the CETL initiated a 
study to develop a process that quickly and easily improves the surface finish of 3D 
printed metal parts created using the ProMetal-R2. 
 
Need for Rapid Tooling 
Rapid tooling is the application of a rapid manufacturing process to directly or 
indirectly fabricate a mold or die for the production of parts using injection molding, 
blow molding, extrusion, die casting, or stamping. Since several RP processes are capable 
of directly creating plastic parts suitable for functional applications and testing, the 
question often arises as to why there is a need for rapid tooling. The reasons in favor of 
rapid tooling are multifaceted in their ability to satisfy one of the following five main 
requirements: 
1) Producing a moderate amount (100-1000) of functional parts may be beneficial 
before investing in the creation of a production mold. 
2) Producing a moderate amount of parts can satisfy marketing needs or compensate 
for a delay in product development. 
3) Producing parts for a short run cycle should not require the investment for an 
expensive production mold when a rapid tooled mold will suffice. 
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4) Producing only a few parts on a rapid tooled mold can help validate injection 
simulation results (i.e. cavity filling problems) before an investment is made in 
the production mold.  
5) The use of an RP exclusive feature (i.e. conformal cooling or hybrid material 
composition) presents a great advantage in cycle time or part quality. 
It should also be mentioned that although nonmetal-based RP processes and materials 
are becoming more advanced, the range of RP build materials does not compare to the 
range of available production molding thermoplastics. Additionally, the rapid processes 
themselves are not nearly as fast as the conventional injection molding process. While 
conventional injection molding is still the quickest and most efficient process, rapid 
tooling plays a critical role in making it faster, cheaper, and better.  
 
Conventional Fabrication Methods 
The method for fabricating conventional tooling has changed little since injection 
molding became popular in the 1940’s. The mold begins as multiple blocks of steel, one 
for each mold half and extra for cores, inserts, etc. Excess material is removed during a 
subtractive process like CNC milling or electrical discharge machining (EDM). The tool 
undergoes multiple machining steps starting with rough cutting to remove bulk material, 
and eventually high speed machining to achieve finer details. Then grinding and 
polishing processes are performed as needed to achieve a particular surface quality. 
When the cavity surface is finished, gun drilling is performed to create long straight 
cooling channels. This entire process is performed on both mold halves. The process 
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from start to finish may take weeks or months depending on the size and complexity of 
the mold.  
The benefits of traditional tooling include durability, high accuracy and repeatability, 
superior surface finish, mold material variety, and large part capability. But due to the 
detailed time-consuming process, fabrication of traditional tooling can be expensive. On 
the other hand, rapid tooling can usually be produced under short lead times without 
skilled labor or staffing [1]. While there is no universal solution to creating rapid tooling, 
several direct and indirect methods are available. 
 
Rapid Manufacturing Background 
Simply stated, rapid manufacturing is a process by which a solid object is created 
from 3D computer-aided design (CAD) data using an additive fabrication process. While 
this may seem like a quick and simple task, it is quite an extensive process that requires 
multiple steps for the successful completion of a part. Nevertheless, rapid manufacturing 
can be accomplished relatively quickly compared to traditional fabrication methods due 
to the high level of automation. The main stages are as follows: 
1) Data Creation – The 3D model is usually designed using a 3D CAD package, but 
may also be generated with data from a scanning device. 
2) Data Export – The 3D model is converted to an STL file format. This is a neutral 
file format characterized by the use of triangular facets to approximate the surface 
of the model.  
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3) Slicing – Here the 3D STL model is sliced into thin 2D layers that represent 
specific cross sections of the model in the x-y plane. 
4) Building – Every 2D slice is fabricated in succession using either a liquid or 
powder build material. A solid 3D part results once all the layers have been 
fabricated. 
5) Post-Processing – Depending on the build method and material composition, post 
processing steps may include depowdering, infiltration, or removal of support 
material. 
While the first three steps of this process are universal to all RP processes, the build 
methods and material forms are quite varied. See Figure 1.1 below for a visual 
representation of the build options with regards to material and method. Examples of 




Figure 1.1: Flowchart of Additive Manufacturing Technologies [2] 
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tools and processes, only the most common and flexible technologies will be addressed 





































no longer exist, the technology is not widely used, or the process is still under research 
and development. For example:  
• Ballistic Particle Manufacturing (BPM) was a process developed in Greenville, 
South Carolina by BPM Technology in 1988. BPM was designed to be an 
inexpensive wax-based desktop RP system for concept modeling. However, the 
company ceased operations in October of 1997 due to weak technology and poor 
management.  
• Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM), developed by Helisys in 1991, is a 
method that uses a laser or knife to cut out the 2D profile of each slice in a solid sheet 
either paper or plastic before subsequently joining the slices with adhesive. Although 
Helisys shut down in 2000, other companies in Israel and Asia are still producing 
LOM machines today. Because the process lacks accuracy (±0.010”) and the large 
layer thickness impairs surface quality, it can not compete with other comparably 
priced RP technologies today.  
• Shape Deposition Manufacturing (SDM) is an RP process that alternates the 
deposition process of additive manufacturing with CNC machining between the 
depositions of subsequent layers. The aim of this process is to produce parts that are 
highly complex with high dimensional accuracy and high surface quality. This 
technology is not commercially available as it is still under research and development 
at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.  
The more widely used RP technologies from Figure 1.1 are described in further detail 
below.  
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Overview of Existing RP Technologies 
In the following section, several important RP technologies will be highlighted and 
described in detail. The selected technologies are some of the most common and flexible 
build methods and are also useful in the development of tooling. As previously 
mentioned, rapid prototyping can be performed using a variety of different build 
techniques as well as materials.  Although the field of rapid prototyping is still emerging, 
the processes and equipment currently being used are incredibly diverse.   
 
Stereolithography (SL) 
Stereolithography was the first commercialized RP process (circa 1988) and is the 
most widely used process today. Stereolithography can create parts up to 20” x 20” x 23” 
and ranging in properties from a flexible urethane-like part to a stiff ABS-like thermoset 
plastic part. In this technique, an ultraviolet Helium-Cadmium or Argon ion laser is used 
to cure a photosensitive liquid into a solid part by a process called photopolymerization 
(see Figure 1.2). The object is created in sequential 2D layers as thin as 0.001” until all 
layers combine to form a solid part. One drawback to this process is that all parts require 
a support matrix for the base and for overhanging features. This support material must be 
carefully removed by hand using a sharp tool during the post processing. Additional post 
processing usually involves the application of a UV light and/or heat to fully cure the 





Figure 1.2: Stereolithography Process Diagram [4] 
 
Currently, 3D Systems is the only patent protected US manufacturer of SL machines 
but the technology remains very popular in the Asian RP market. Stereolithography parts 
can be quite expensive as some machines cost as much as $800,000 [5]. Also, parts can 
be slow to build due to the fine layer thickness capability that the process provides. On 
the other hand, this fine layer capability creates parts that are dimensionally accurate 
(±0.002”) [7] and have the best surface quality of any RP process. Historically these parts 
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have been brittle, but recent advances in resin properties have enhanced the mechanical 
properties greatly. Currently available resins have hardness values ranging from 70 Shore 
A up to 93 Shore D and tensile strengths ranging from 500 – 11,600 psi, all depending on 
the material selected for the application. 
In industry there is a wide variety of applications for SL parts. Most frequently the 
end goal is to produce a prototype or functional model. The functional model often 
represents a plastic part that is planned for high volume production. For instance, Nissan 
has stated that out of the 60,000 parts in a new car design, the company prototypes about 
1,000 of them using SL machines. This effort has helped reduce the total design time on a 
new car to 20 months [5]. Another application of SL is to apply the finished part as a 
pattern for a silicon rubber mold making. The high accuracy and excellent surface quality 
are beneficial for such mold making procedures. Gaining popularity, SL has become a 
popular process to produce medical models for surgeons. SL parts are valued by the 
medical community because they provide translucent models that are anatomically 
accurate. 
Despite its many advantages and applications, SL is not without its shortcomings. 
Industry experience using SL parts for investment casting have produced poor results. 
During the burn-out phase SL parts usually swell causing the ceramic shell to crack [7]. 
This is because SL resin has a coefficient of thermal expansion one order of magnitude 
larger than that of the ceramic shell [8]. Alternative studies have been performed by the 
Rapid Manufacturing Research Group in Loughborough University in the UK to 
determine the success of SL as a method of directly producing tooling for short run 
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plastic injection molding [6]. The research concluded that SL tooling wear is mainly 
dependent on the choice of polymer used. For example, more abrasive glass filled 
polymers will result in the most tool wear. Aside from the short tool lifespan, the low 
thermal conductivity of SL tooling presents a challenge when molding. Thus, SL is not 
recommended as a method of direct tooling production.   
 
Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) 
Behind stereolithography, FDM is the second most popular RP technology in use 
today. The fused deposition modeling process was patented by S. Scott Crump in 1989 
and soon became the technology that he used to found Stratasys, Inc.  in 1991. Stratasys 
machines create parts up to 24” x 20” x 24” via an extrusion-based process using wax, 





Figure 1.3: Fused Deposition Modeling Process [9] 
 
The material is in 0.070” diameter filament form and is fed from a spool or cartridge 
to the machine’s deposition head. Here the material is heated just over its melting 
temperature in a nozzle and extruded through the tip onto the build platform. The tip 
orifice diameter may vary and will affect build speed and quality. Depending on the tip 
and build parameters, the minimum feature size ranges from 0.016” to 0.024” and the 
layer thickness may range from 0.005” to 0.013”. Despite its capability for small features, 
tall thin projections are not recommended as nozzle tip contact with previously deposited 
layers may distort the part.  
 Similar to stereolithography, overhanging features require a support structure to 
provide stability during the build process. An advantage of FDM is that parts are built 
using two nozzles extruding two different materials simultaneously. One nozzle deposits 
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the build material and the other deposits a water soluble support material. This 
characteristic reduces much of the manual post processing while also protecting delicate 
features from damage. Unlike SL, the raw production surface finish is not optimal (10.8 – 
14.6 µm Ra) but surfaces may be lightly hand sanded to a 2.5 – 7.0 µm Ra finish [10].  
A major selling point for FDM is that it is truly a desktop prototyping machine in that 
it is suitable for use in an office environment. Unlike stereolithography, the build process 
uses materials that are odorless, non-toxic, and environmentally safe. Additionally, the 
build materials are not hygroscopic so there are no issues with dimensional stability over 
time or questioning the use of old material. Finally, due to the fact that the material is 
contained in a canister, changing the build material is a simple procedure.  
Parts created using FDM frequently appear in the design process as proof of concept 
models and form and fit prototypes. In many cases, functional models of plastic parts are 
achievable because most FDM build materials are production grade thermoplastics (ABS, 
PC, and PPSU), thus their mechanical properties are quite good. Stratasys boasts several 
cases studies where FDM has played an important role in the automotive industry [11]. In 
the commercial automotive industry, BMW creates ergonomically enhanced hand-tools 
for use in automobile assembly and testing. In the automotive racing environment, Joe 
Gibbs Racing uses FDM prototypes to test designs that promote weight reduction, power 
increases, and handling improvements. If testing is successful, subsequent functional 
prototypes are fabricated using traditional means for use on race day. 
While FDM is capable of creating durable models, there are applications where it is 
not the primary build choice. The deposition process requires that the material be applied 
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to the surface in the form of a continuous bead, resulting in thick layers and a ribbed 
contour on free surfaces. This does not yield parts with high level of detail or dimensional 
accuracy. As previously mentioned, the surface finish is less than ideal unless parts are 
finished by hand. And given that FDM uses polymeric materials, it is not considered to 
be an appropriate method for direct tooling production.  
 
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) 
Developed by the University of Texas in the mid 1980’s and commercialized in 1992, 
selective laser sintering remains a popular choice for creating prototypes, casting 
patterns, and tooling. Unlike previously described technologies, the build material 
employed is in powder form rather than liquid or molten material. Because of this fact, 
many different materials can be used with the same machine if the processing parameters 
are appropriately adjusted. For instance, 3D Systems designed their Sinterstation Pro SLS 
system to be compatible with nylon, glass-filled nylon, wax, polystyrene, thermoplastic 
elastomer, aluminum, stainless steel, and A6 tool steel.  
The process uses a relatively low wattage CO2 laser (50-70W) inside an inert 
atmosphere to fuse material as it traces the cross sectional geometry of each layer on the 





Figure 1.4: Selective Laser Sintering Process [21] 
 
After each layer is complete, the build piston lowers one layer thickness and a roller 
sweeps across a fresh layer of powder from the adjacent feedbox before the next layer is 
traced. When the final layer is completed, the solid part lies in the build box surrounded 
by loose powder. This loose powder acts to support the part during the build process so 
that no additional support structures are required for overhanging structures. The 
unsintered powder can be brushed or blown off the finished part and reused as build 
material for the next part. 
Depending on the chosen build material, the resulting “green” part will range in 
density from 60-100% of the base material’s full density. Low melting point polymers are 
fully melted by the laser and as a result these parts are produced at full density. When 
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creating metal parts the process is considered an indirect sintering process because the 
higher melting point metal particles are not melted by the laser. Instead the coating of 
polymeric binder on these powders is melted which in turn bonds the particles together. 
After the build is complete, the part is heated in a furnace to burn off the binder and sinter 
the metal. This is followed by another heat cycle in the furnace whereby the parts are 
infiltrated with bronze to fill the voids and enhance the mechanical properties of the part. 
Due to the powder-based nature of SLS, resulting part surfaces are porous [12] and 
surface finish can be poor unless improved by subsequent finishing operations. Since it is 
a mechanically complex system requiring additional auxiliary equipment, the initial 
investment in a complete set up can be expensive. Currently available systems from 3D 
Systems, Inc. range in price from $240,000 – $750,000 [5].  
The advantages of SLS are that there is a wide range of build materials available and 
that parts do not require additional support structures during fabrication. Steel based SLS 
parts may be used directly as tooling, but usually only after being machined to an 
acceptable surface finish. An attractive feature of SLS tooling is the ability to build 
conformal cooling into tooling. Since overhanging features do not require support 
structures, hollow cooling channels that conform to the mold cavity are easy to build. The 
only issue is the ability to “drain” or remove the loose powder that occupies these internal 
cavities. The use of conformal cooling channels in complex molds has been show to 
reduce cycle times up to 40% while improving part quality by eliminating hot spots [24]. 
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Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS) 
Laser engineered net shaping was developed at Sandia National Laboratories through 
the efforts of a partnership between ten organizations who combined to invest 
approximately $3 million in the technology. After spending three years in development it 
was commercialized in 1998 by Optomec (one of the ten investors) and continues to be 
used today in a variety of industries. LENS shares some similarities with SLS in that is a 
laser and powder based process used to manufacture metal parts, but on the whole it is a 
much more robust and powerful process.  
There are 58 metal powders available for use in the LENS process including stainless 
steel, tool steel, inconel, copper, aluminum, and titanium [13]. The high power laser 
supplied is either Nd:YAG or Ytterbium-fiber and can produce beam intensities in the 
500W – 2kW range. This powerful beam completely melts the powder to produce fully 
dense parts with excellent strength properties. Instead of building upon a powder bed, the 






Figure 1.5: Laser Engineered Net Shaping Process [14] 
 
The build takes place either on a substrate or on the existing part surface. Usually the 
deposition head remains stationary while the table has motion control in the X-Y-Z plane 
as well as tilt/rotate controls. This provides LENS the flexibility to either build a part 
from scratch or repair existing parts. Coupled with the diverse material availability, this 
process is capable of directly producing hard tooling or repairing and modifying standard 
tooling. The maximum build envelope is approximately 35” x 59” x 35”.  
An advantage of the blown powder feature is that the build material may be 
intentionally changed or mixed during the build process. This results in the development 
of functionally gradient materials that possess optimized mechanical properties for their 
application. A disadvantage of the process is that overhanging structures are impossible 
to build without a support structure. Additionally, the blown powder feature negatively 
affects the surface finish and dimensional accuracy due to the lack of precision. It is 
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common practice to produce near net shape parts and then finish machine them to the 
proper specifications. Although LENS is capable of directly producing hard tooling, 
Optomec’s focus remains centered on repair work for the aerospace and defense 
industries within the United States.  
 
Direct Metal Deposition (DMD) 
This process is nearly identical to the LENS system but with one distinct advantage. 
In DMD there is a closed-loop feedback system that monitors the temperature of the melt 
pool and accordingly adjusts the process parameters. Proper control of the melt pool 
results in parts that have good microstructure and mechanical properties while leaving a 
smaller heat-affected zone. In addition to feedback controls, DMD also uses a more 
powerful laser (5kW) than LENS and the deposition head has the ability to tilt and rotate 
instead of being fixed.  
The POM Group, located in Michigan, owns the technology rights to DMD and 
serves as both a machine supplier and a mold shop. Unlike Optomec, this company 
focuses their marketing effort toward the automotive industry as a supplier of plastic 
injection mold tooling, die cast tooling, and forging dies. Their hybrid injection mold 
tooling often incorporates conformal cooling channels into a highly conductive copper 
alloy based mold having a durable tool steel mold surface.  
Three-Dimensional Printing (3DP) 
Three-dimensional printing shares many similarities to the SLS process. Both are 
capable of a wide variety of materials and both create parts in a powder build box. But 
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while SLS uses heat to bond the polymer coated particles, 3DP deposits a binder onto dry 




Figure 1.6: Three-Dimensional Printing Process [15] 
 
The technology was invented at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and 
received a patent in 1993 [16]. Since then, six companies have purchased rights to 
commercialize this technology. The first of these companies was Z Corporation, who 
released their first 3D printer in 1996. Their line of printers utilizes plaster powder to 
construct concept models up to 10” x 14” x 8” in size. Parts are usually infiltrated with 
epoxy to increase the strength for handling. While these printers are very fast, 
inexpensive, and accurate, the parts are comparatively weak and are not suitable for 
functional applications.  
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Another company, ProMetal, developed a metal-based 3D printer and began offering 
it commercially in 2001. Stainless steel is the primary build material available with parts 
undergoing sintering and bronze infiltration during post processing. ProMetal’s focus is 
on the production of both functional prototypes as well as injection mold tooling. As with 
SLS, these parts are capable of containing conformal cooling channels (see Figure 1.7), 
but they often require finish machining to improve their poor surface finish. The 




Figure 1.7: CAD Design (left) and Hard Tooling (right) of a Tooling Core Insert with 
Conformal Cooling Channels [17] 
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Production of Rapid Tooling 
Earlier it was noted that rapid tooling could be produced either indirectly or directly. 
Both methods are described below.  
 
Indirect Rapid Tooling 
Indirect tooling is produced when an RP generated part is used as a pattern from 
which the mold will be made. There are a handful of popular indirect tooling methods, 
each having a specific advantage in cost, accuracy, durability, or size limitations. The 




Figure 1.8: Flowchart of Indirect Rapid Tooling Process 
Design RP Master Model 
Fabricate RP Master Model 
 
Hand Finish Model (if necessary) 
Place RP Model in Box 
Pour First Half of Mold 
Invert Box 
Backfill Second Half of Mold 
Separate Mold Halves 
Remove RP Master Model 
Add Material Delivery System 
Inject into Mold 
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The most popular indirect RT production method requires making a mold out of room 
temperature vulcanizing (RTV) rubber. A positive RP pattern of the final part with gating 
system is suspended in a vat of the silicon based liquid rubber until the mold hardens and 
cures. The mold is then cut in half at the parting line to remove the RP pattern. The 
manufacturer then pours liquid urethane, epoxy, or acrylic into the reassembled mold and 
allows it to cool. These molds produce parts that are fairly accurate with a good finish, 
and the process is quick and inexpensive. But because the molds are not very durable, 
only 10-50 parts can be made using one mold. And since it is not a true injection molding 
process, the parts produced are not identical to injection molded parts. Injection molded 
parts may have anisotropic mechanical properties due to how the part fills and cools. 
Such characteristics are absent in parts produced from an RTV mold.  
Another indirect method is to produce an aluminum-filled epoxy tool. Here the 
positive RP master is placed in a box with the parting line on the floor. After coating the 
pattern with a release agent, epoxy is poured into the box and cured to form the first half 
of the mold. Then the assembly is inverted and with the pattern still in place, more epoxy 
is poured into the box and cured to form the other mold half. The mold halves are then 
separated and the pattern is removed. Ejection pin holes and the gating system are then 
machined into the mold before it is installed in the mold base. Since these molds 
generally have poor thermal conductivity, copper cooling lines are usually put in place 
when pouring the epoxy into the box. These molds can be used to produce true injection 
molded thermoplastic parts with fairly good accuracy. Depending on the thermoplastic 
material and part geometry, the mold life can range from 50-5000 shots. Fabrication of an 
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aluminum-filled epoxy mold is fairly inexpensive and requires little skill, but cycle times 
are long and complex parts are difficult to produce.  
A third method, sprayed-metal tooling, is very similar to epoxy tooling except that 
before the epoxy is added, a thin layer (2-3 mm thick) of low temperature molten metal is 
sprayed onto the pattern and parting line. This may be performed using arc metal 
spraying, electroless plating, or vapor deposition. After the mold face is covered with 
metal, it is backfilled with epoxy or ceramic to improve the strength of the mold. As with 
epoxy tooling, thermal conductivity is poor so cooling channels should be adding before 
the mold cures. These molds have many of the same limitations as epoxy tooling, but 
sprayed-metal tools are slightly stronger and can produce larger molds. While still an 
affordable method, the metal application causes the process to be slightly more expensive 
than epoxy tooling. The main weakness of this application is that due to the sprayed-
metal application, it is difficult to accurately produce projections, narrow slots, and small 
holes. Instead it is best suited for quick production of tooling with large gently curved 
surfaces. 
When stronger tooling is requested, investment or sand casting may be performed. 
Here the RP pattern is used to create an RTV mold, which is subsequently used to 
produce a ceramic pattern. This ceramic pattern is capable of withstand the high heat 
experienced during the casting process. These tools are often made of an aluminum alloy 
or zinc. This process results in tooling that is inexpensive, strong, durable, thermally 
conductive, and capable of complex cavities. But because of the pattern replication 
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process and casting inconsistencies, tools may require finish machining due to distortion 
and poor accuracy.  
The last indirect rapid tooling to be discussed is the use of a Keltool mold. The 
Keltool process was developed several decades ago by 3M, but did not become popular 
until accurate and affordable RP patterns were achievable. Currently, the process is used 
by a handful of toolmakers that have acquired a license to use the proprietary technology. 
This process begins by creating an RTV mold using an RP pattern of the final part 
geometry. Using this RTV mold, a metal and ceramic powder mix is cast around the 
pattern and sintered. The mold is then infiltrated with bronze to improve the mechanical 
and thermal properties. Keltool molds are best suited for small intricate molds as they are 
highly accurate and possess an excellent surface finish. These molds also exhibit a high 
degree of durability as molds are frequently capable of producing over a million shots. In 
regards to cost and lead time, these tools are quite competitive with other indirect tooling 
methods. The limitation of this technology is that molds can not be produced larger than 
six inches in all directions.  
 
Direct Rapid Tooling 
Direct tooling is the application of an RP process to produce tooling or tooling inserts 
directly. As previously discussed, SLS, LENS, DMD, and 3DP are all capable of 
producing metal parts, and thus can be applied toward tooling fabrication. Although 
LENS technology is not directly marketed towards plastic injection molders, the other 
three processes are highly focused on supplying this industry. These processes are 
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particularly useful for their ability to build hybrid material tooling as well as conformal 
cooling channels. The hybrid material, usually a steel and bronze composition, possesses 
a high degree of strength in combination with superior thermal conductivity. Suppliers of 
these rapid tools state that the molds can withstand normal processing parameters of 
injection pressure and clamp tonnage while also reducing cycle time by as much as 40%. 
However, all methods require finish machining before use. SLS and 3DP have size 
limitations but tooling as large as 48” x 24” x 24” can be constructed with DMD. 
Additionally, DMD can be used to restore and modify existing tooling. 
Aside from these metal-based RP process, the only other rival in direct rapid tooling 
comes from a conventional subtractive fabrication process. Although not a true RP 
process, high speed CNC milling is a major competitor in rapid tooling. Since arrival of 
rapid prototyping there has been much investment in the development of CNC machining 
hardware and software to keep it a practical choice for tooling fabrication. Many 
toolmakers today offer high speed CNC milled aluminum tooling with delivery times as 
short as a week. The primary benefit of such tooling is the high level of accuracy. 
However, compared to other direct rapid tools, aluminum tooling is not as durable, 
requires longer lead times, and costs more as the mold complexity increases. 
 
Overview of ProMetal R2 Rapid Manufacturing System 
For the research presented in this thesis, the ProMetal R2 Rapid Manufacturing 
System was utilized. This is a metal based 3D printer manufactured by a division of The 
Ex One Company headquartered in Irwin, Pennsylvania. The 3D printing process was 
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briefly introduced earlier in this chapter but the following section provides much more in-
depth and machine specific information on this process. Figure 1.9 identifies the major 




Figure 1.9: Diagram of the ProMetal R2 3D Printer 
 
This machine has a build envelope of 8” x 8” x 6” and is capable of fabricating green 
parts in either 316 or 420 stainless steel powder. There are two heated removable 
containers that hold the loose powder during fabrication. Both have a servo-controlled 
screw-driven platform that is vertically adjustable. The user defined layer thickness is 










resolution capable at 50µm (0.002 inch). As the build platform lowers one layer 
thickness, the feed platform rises at least 1.5 layer thicknesses to provide ample feed 
powder for spreading. 
The roller mechanism then travels from left to right, pushing a small mound of loose 
powder across the build chamber and leveling it to prepare for printing. Any excess 
powder is pushed into the overflow chute to be recycled later. The roller mechanism 
consists of a 1” diameter anodized aluminum shaft connected to a servo motor. The 
mechanism is also connected to the X-Y positioning system for lateral control in the Y-
axis. While the shaft rotates at a constant velocity, the speed of translation across each 
bed is independent and defined by the user.  
Once the build chamber is ready for printing with binder, the print head is cleaned 
and moved to its starting point the edge of the bed. The print head then makes seven 
passes in the X-direction to print a segment one print head wide of the cross sectional 
pattern (approximately 1.5 inches wide). The head then advances to the right (the positive 
Y-direction) to make seven passes in the next territory. This continues until the entire 
pattern is printed upon the surface of the powder bed. The print head precisely deposits a 
polymeric binder solution. It is controlled in the X-Y direction and is capable of 
depositing 250,000 droplets per second with 0.001” placement accuracy.  
Once the layer has been printed it must be heated to cure the polymeric binder. This is 
done using two methods. First, as the apparatus translates leftward toward its starting 
position, an overhead heater is activated. This heater immediately cures the freshly 
printed surface to strengthen it and promote bonding to the layer below. The second 
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source of heat is the container walls. Both the feed and build boxes have plate heaters on 
all external faces. This provides continuous heating to the powder and all printed artifacts 
within the build chamber. If a layer is not sufficiently cured, then there is a risk that the 
part may shear when the next layer is deposited.  
When the apparatus returns to the starting position, the series of building steps repeats 
itself. This entire process takes between 30-90 seconds per layer. When all layers have 
been completed, the 3D part is finished and is ready for post processing. 
  
Curing and De-Powdering 
The first step in post processing is to further cure the binder. To do this, the build box 
is removed from the machine and placed into an oven. The green parts are very fragile so 
during this step they remain inside the bed of loose support powder to protect them from 
mishandling. Once inside the oven, the parts are exposed to a 200°C atmosphere for eight 
hours. This low temperature curing serves to cross link the polymeric binder which 
increases the handling strength of the parts. 
After cooling, the build box is removed from the oven and placed on the depowdering 
station. A vacuum is used to remove the loose powder and expose the buried parts, which 
are carefully removed by hand and placed aside. The vacuumed powder is then manually 
passed through a sieve to remove any foreign debris and recycled back into the feed box. 
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Green Part Post Processing 
To further increase the strength of the part, a metallurgical bond needs to be formed 
where the particles contact each other. To do this, the parts are sintered at 1120°C in a 
controlled inert atmosphere following a time-temperature profile such as the one shown 
















































Figure 1.10: Temperature Profile of the Sintering Process 
 
This process takes place in a vacuum furnace under a mixture of hydrogen and argon. 
The hydrogen is burned to provide the heat source while the argon acts as an inert gas to 
prevent oxidation of the parts. During the sintering cycle the parts are arranged on a 
ceramic plate inside a graphite crucible. Care must be taken to ensure that the parts do not 
touch; otherwise two parts may bond to each other accidentally. After they are 
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appropriately arranged in the crucible, aluminum oxide grit is poured around them to 
provide a support structure during the high temperature process. This reduces the risk of 
part distortion and warping.  
Once sintering is complete, the parts are stronger but are still quite porous. To bring 
them to full density the parts are infiltrated with bronze. Again, the parts are placed in the 
vacuum furnace under a reducing atmosphere of hydrogen and argon. Bronze powder is 
placed in a smaller crucible and the parts are arranged so that the “stilts” will make 
contact with the molten pool bronze. Figure 1.11 shows the arrangement of parts inside 

















































Figure 1.12: Temperature Profile of the Standard Infiltration Process 
 
During infiltration, the temperature reaches a level where the bronze becomes molten 
but the stainless steel part remains solid and retains its shape. Through capillary action, 
the bronze will migrate into the part and fill all the interstitial voids in the sintered 
powder. This brings the part to full density and optimizes the mechanical and thermal 
properties of the part. The final composition of the part is approximately 60% stainless 
steel and 40% bronze in a homogeneous matrix. The finished parts are capable of being 
machined, welded, threaded, polished, and heat-treated. Parts produced using the 
ProMetal R2 Rapid Manufacturing System cost approximately $60 per pound [18].  
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Previous Surface Finish Improvement Attempts 
Previous attempts at improving the surface finish of ProMetal parts were investigated 
by a team of undergraduate mechanical engineering at Clemson University during the 
Spring of 2005 [19]. This team investigated four treatments: sandblasting, electroplating, 
electropolishing, and automated mechanical grinding. The results are shown in Table 1.1. 
 
Table 1.1: Comparison of Previous Surface Finish Improvement Attempts [19] 
 
Sample Ra (nm) 
Untreated 18,050 
Desired Finish 441 
Sandblasting (Aluminum Oxide) 2,260 
Sandblasting (micro-glass bead) 7,730 
Electroplating 1,920 
Electropolishing 12,030 
Automated Mechanical Grinding 67 
 
The goal of this investigation was to quickly and inexpensively produce a surface 
having a finish comparable to a surface sanded with 200 grit sandpaper. Additionally, the 
treatment was to have a minimum impact on the part geometry, resulting in a ±0.005” 
tolerance. As the table shows, only grinding achieved the acceptable roughness goal.  
In the mold making industry there are a set of standards that classify the surface 
quality based on the roughness of the cavity [20]. The highest grade is a class A-1 surface 
having an acceptable roughness range of 0-25 nm (0-1 µin) Ra. The lowest grade is a 
class D-3 with a roughness between 2,250-5,750 nm (90-230 µin) Ra. If a cavity is 
rougher than a D-3 class then it will be difficult to eject from the mold. Here the desired 
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surface finish of 441 nm (17.4 µin) Ra falls near the C-1 surface classification and would 
be suitable for most injection molding purposes. Such a surface would produce a matte 
finish on the molded part.  
Sandblasting the part with aluminum oxide grit resulted in a roughness comparable to 
a class D-3 mold surface. However, this process is labor intensive and due to the manual 
nature of the task, it is an inconsistent material removal process. Electroplating also 
provided an acceptable surface finish, but the resulting surface was quite wavy and the 
layer of deposited copper was thicker than the stated geometrical tolerance. As expected, 
CNC grinding produced the best results with a class A-3 surface. The surface required 
eight different sanding grits and was finished with 2000 grit paper and hand polishing. 
However, this process can be costly and time consuming when being applied to the 
intricate surfaces found in injection mold tooling. 
 
Contact Infiltration Procedure 
The concept of the “contact infiltration” procedure was born from observing a 
previously fabricated 3D printed turbine at the CETL. The top face of the turbine was 
quite rough while the bottom face was noticeably smooth to the touch. Measurements 
indicated that the top face had a roughness of 16,960nm Ra while the bottom face was 
6,570nm Ra. It was hypothesized that this 60% reduction in roughness was due to the 
bottom surface being in contact with a smooth ceramic plate during infiltration. From this 
hypothesis, the experimental procedure was developed study the effect of intentional 
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This research focuses on improving the surface finish by altering the infiltration 
practices during post-processing. To complete this task, samples will be fabricated and 
subjected to contact infiltration under several different controlled processing parameters. 
After fabrication, the roughness of the samples will be analyzed and the effectiveness of 
the treatments will be evaluated. The flow of the overall experiment is given below in 




Figure 2.1 Flowchart of Experimental Approach 
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
Specimen Design 
Contact Blank Design 
Configure Printing Parameters 
Configure Post-Processing Parameters 
Configure Testing Parameters 
Arrive at Final Design 
Fabrication of Samples 
Post-Processing of Samples 
Surface Analysis of Samples 
Observations and Conclusions 
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Specimen Design 
In the interest of cost constraints, the sample part geometry used in this research is a 
fairly important issue. With an estimated production cost of $60/pound [18], the test 
specimen design should be optimized so that there is maximum surface area available for 
testing. Additionally, flat surfaces are more suitable for applying contact infiltration 
treatments and do not distort surface roughness measurements. With this in mind, a cube-




Figure 2.2: Test Specimen  
 
This geometry is quite stable and provides six faces for analysis. Two lateral faces 








Stilt for infiltration 
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and remaining two lateral faces are available for treatment. There is a small stilt placed 
on one face for infiltration purposes, but it does not affect the rest of the face and is easily 
removed after infiltration. 
One issue with this design is that the lateral faces will have a rougher natural surface 
than the top and bottom faces. As with any RP process, this is due to the striation of the 
build layers. Experience shows that the striated faces have a roughness 50% higher than 
comparable upward or downward facing surfaces. As a secondary measure, several 
samples were printed in a horizontal orientation so that two lateral faces would be 




Figure 2.3: Horizontally and Vertically Oriented Specimens 
 
To ensure consistency, it would be appropriate to isolate one variable when 
comparing similar faces to determine the effectiveness of treatments. For example, 
+ Z (build 
direction) 







evaluation of a vertically oriented sample’s lateral free surface versus an adjacent lateral 
surface treated with contact infiltration. However, due to constraints on the research’s 
financial resources, it is not possible to effectively experiment with all variations. Only 
99 samples will be printed and experience with the R2-RMS predicts that as many as half 
of these parts will fail during the post-processing. Therefore, it is expected that less than 
50 samples will be available for effective experimentation. Therefore, this research will 
focus on analyzing and discussing the general effectiveness of specific treatments. Such 
factors being studied are the effects of pressure, the duration of the infiltration cycle, and 
the effect of selected surface treatments.  
 
Contact Blank Design 
It has been mentioned that parts should avoid contact with graphite or each other 
when being infiltrated. This is because the parts will bond to reactive material when 
placed in such a high temperature environment. For example, contact with bare graphite 
will cause carbon to leech out of the graphite and diffuse into the stainless steel part. The 
increased carbon in the stainless steel results in a lower melting point, consequently 
destroying the part under high temperature. 
Ceramic is the most frequently used contact surface because it is very stable when 
exposed to high temperatures. During the infiltration process, the two forms of ceramic 
commonly used are solid plate (such as alumina) and paint. The water based paint 
contains boron nitride and can withstand temperatures up to 1,800°C in an inert 
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environment. This paint is normally applied to any exposed graphite surface before 
infiltration.  
In this research, several different materials are used as contact blanks for contact 
infiltration. The intention is to test a range of blanks having differing roughness values. 
These blanks and their average roughness values are listed in Table 2.1 below.  
 
Table 2.1: Surface Roughness of Blanks 
 
Contact Blank Ra (nm) 
Sandblasted and Painted Graphite 7,710 
Sanded and Painted Graphite 2,810 
Alumina Plate 835 
Polished Inconel 300 
Silicon Wafer 33 
Quartz Wafer 0.6 
 
 
Several contact blanks of each treatment are prepared for use in this research. These 
blanks may be applied to lateral or upward/downward faces and the contact pressure may 
be varied. The method for applying pressure is described later.  
 
Printing Parameters 
While 3D printing technology can be used to produce parts in a variety of materials, 
the ProMetal-R2 is specifically designed to produce metal parts composed of stainless 
steel and bronze. The green part is printed using stainless steel powder and later 
infiltrated with bronze to eliminate porosity and optimize the mechanical and thermal 
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properties. ProMetal offers two different stainless steel build powders for printing. The 
S3 powder is a 60 micron series 316 stainless steel while the S4 powder is a 30 micron 
series 420 stainless steel. ProMetal does not suggest fabricating tooling using S3 powder, 
therefore this research focuses on parts produced using S4 powder. (While it may seem 
obvious that an even smaller powder size would produce the desired decrease in 
roughness, research indicates that cohesive forces between very fine powders have a 
tendency to cause them to agglomerate which prevents quality roller spreading [22].) 
When using the ProMetal R2, the user has the ability to control several of the printing 
parameters. Altering these parameters may affect the quality of the fabricated parts. Of 
these parameters, layer thickness is perhaps the most influential parameter concerning 
part quality and build speed. This study uses a layer thickness of 0.125mm (0.005 in), the 
thinnest value suggested by the manufacturer. This value is chosen because the resulting 
parts will be more accurate, despite requiring a longer build time. If a thinner layer 
thickness were to be specified, experience shows that previously printed features will 
have a tendency to shear during the spreading cycle.  
The rest of the printing parameters will generally remain at the values set by the 
manufacturer. This includes fast spreader speed, slow spreader speed, drying speed, 
overhead heater temperature, build box temperature, and feed box temperature. At the 
start of the build, two of the speed values will be reduced for the first ten layers. Slowing 
the drying speed from 15 to 3 mm/sec exposes the parts to more heat, which results in 
stronger curing of the first few layers. The slow spreader speed – the translational speed 
of the roller as it travels across the build box – is reduced from 15 to 5 mm/sec. This is to 
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reduce the likelihood of shearing the fragile preliminary layers until they have built up a 
sufficient amount of mass. The fast spreader speed – the translational speed of the roller 
as it travels across the feed box – is initially set at 30 mm/sec and will remain at that 
speed throughout the build process. All heaters on the R-2 are adjustable, but for this 
research they remained set at the factory suggested temperatures. The overhead heater, 
build box, and feed box temperatures are set to 135°C, 80°C, and 80°C respectively. A 
concise table containing the printing parameters is given in Table 2.2 below. 
 
Table 2.2 Printing Parameters 
 
Parameter First 10 Layers Rest of Build 
Powder Size 30 micron 30 micron 
Layer Thickness 0.125mm 0.125mm 
Drying Speed 3 mm/sec 15 mm/sec 
Slow Spreader Speed 5 mm/sec 15 mm/sec 
Fast Spreader Speed 30 mm/sec 30 mm/sec 
Overhead Heater 135°C 135°C 
Build Box Heater 80°C 80°C 




As noted in Chapter 1, the printed green parts are fragile and porous immediately 
after printing. To increase the handling strength and burn off excess binder, the entire 
build box is placed in an oven for 8 hours at 200°C. The parts are then carefully removed, 
depowdered, and placed in a graphite crucible to be sintered. Parts are arranged so that no 
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surface is in contact with graphite or another part. Ceramic plates or boron nitride painted 
surfaces are suitable for contact and will not bond with the samples at high temperatures. 
The sintering process takes place in a vacuum furnace under a controlled inert 
atmosphere. Prior to heating, the furnace’s chamber is purged with Ultra High Purity 
(UHP) Argon at a rate of 35 cubic feet per hour (CFH) for five minutes. Once the heat 
cycle begins, the Argon flow rate is reduced to 5 CFH while UHP Hydrogen is 
introduced at 15 CFH and ignited. This presents a reducing atmosphere intended to 
prevent oxidation of the parts. The temperature profile for the sintering cycle is shown in 
Figure 1.9. Once the heat cycle is complete, the Hydrogen supply is shut off and the 
Argon is increased again to 35 CFH until the internal furnace temperature drops below 




After the parts cool, they are reassembled in the crucible for infiltration similar to the 
layout in Figure 1.11. They are placed in a row upon a ceramic surface with the contact 
blanks between them. The tips of the stilts point downward, nearly touching the bottom 
of the shallow crucible. This crucible is then filled with a measured amount of powdered 
bronze. According to the manufacturer, the amount of bronze required is equal to 86% of 
the total mass of all parts and stilts. The furnace is activated and it performs the same 
purge and heat cycle as the sintering cycle, but with a different temperature profile. The 
temperature profile suggested by the manufacturer is given in Figure 1.12. However, an 
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extended infiltration cycle was developed after a minor furnace malfunction. Figure 2.4, 
given below, shows the standard cycle as a blue dotted line and the extended cycle as a 


















































Figure 2.4: Temperature Profile of Standard and Extended Infiltration Processes 
 
During a particular cycle, the parts experienced the maximum temperature for a full 
12 hours instead of the standard 2 hours. The unexpected beneficial outcome resulted in 
the intentional use of this extended profile throughout the remainder of the research. 
 
Pressure Application 
Another variable studied in this research is the effect of pressure at the interface 
between the contact blank and sample face. The contact blanks were applied under light 
or heavy pressure. If the pressure is light, then the contact blank is placed in contact with 
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the sample under its own weight or just resting against the lateral face. If the lateral 





Figure 2.5: Sample Arrangement under Pressure 
 
This figure shows that the samples are stacked side by side with contact blanks placed 
in between them. At the end of each row are two short inconel rods. The entire stack with 
the rods is wedged tightly inside between the crucible walls prior to infiltration. The idea 







provide a thermally induced compression on the entire stack as it expands against the 
crucible walls. In such a severe high-temperature environment, there is no accurate 
method of measuring the pressure induced by this application. 
 
Sample Evaluation 
The samples will be measured and analyzed to determine their mass, density, and 
surface roughness characteristics. 
 
Equipment for Analysis 
The focus of this study is on surface improvement techniques using 3D printed 
tooling. This requires analyzing and comparing the surface roughness characteristics of 
normal and treated samples. In this study, a Wyko NT-2000 noncontact profilometer is 
used for this purpose. This particular model has a magnification range of 1.5X to 100X 
and has a vertical scanning range of 1nm to 500µm Ra. Optical profilometers offer a 
nondestructive method to precisely and accurately measure nano-sized topographical 
features in 3D. This machine uses the phase change of light reflecting off features at 
various heights to characterize the sample surface.  
Further analysis of the samples was performed using a Hitachi S-3400N Scanning 
Electron Microscope. This machine can perform both conventional and variable pressure 
microscopy. Additional features include a four quadrant solid-state backscatter detector, 
electron backscatter diffraction, energy dispersive spectroscopy, and wavelength 
dispersive spectroscopy.  The 3400 was used for visual inspection as well as elemental 
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composition. The sample surfaces were first inspected in their raw state to display the 
magnified surface profile. The samples were then cut and the cross section was polished 
to reveal further details about the composition both near the surface and throughout the 
part.  
 
Mass and Density Measurements 
Parts fabricated using the ProMetal Rapid Manufacturing System are a homogeneous 
mix of stainless steel and bronze. By design, the final ratio should be approximately 60% 
stainless steel and 40% bronze by mass. After post-processing, the part surface will be a 
shiny gold color due to the wetting action of the copper on the iron compact [23], an 
important surface quality feature. Therefore, it is important that the density of the parts be 
tested to ensure that the surface is fully saturated for testing. To test the success of the 
infiltration, parts are weighed before and after the bronze infiltration. These values are 




As noted earlier, the surface quality and roughness characteristics will be analyzed 
using a non-contact optical profilometer. Attempts were made to measure the surface 
with a contact stylus profilometer, but it was determined that this method was not 
accurate or reliable when testing very rough surfaces such as these. 
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Using a non-contact profilometer, each surface was measured at three locations and 
the values were averaged to determine the resulting roughness of that face. On each 1” x 
1” square face, the measurements were taken from three selected locations in the upper 
left, center, and lower right areas of the face. To be consistent, all measurements were 
taken at a 10.8X magnification. This results in a surface area of 435 x 573 µm. In a patch 
this size, several distinct features are usually present in the viewing window. 
When analyzing the roughness there are two main parameters of importance to 
consider. These are the average roughness (Ra) and the root mean square roughness (Rq 
or RMS). The equations used to calculate these parameters are given below [25]. 
 
  = dxdyyxZRa ),(  (1) 
  = dxdyyxZRq
2)),((  (2) 
 
In tooling fabrication, the surface finish class of a mold is determined using the 
average roughness value. Since this research focuses on tooling applications, Ra will be 
the primary measurement used in analysis. However, Ra is a value that quantifies the 
absolute magnitude of surface features without considering the nature of the surface. 
Therefore, the Rq value may also be considered because it accounts for the size disparity 
of features as it presents an average roughness value. This value will usually correlate 
with the average roughness. Although it is not frequently used in the tooling industry, it is 
considered to be important in the field of metrology. 
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Sometimes the additional parameters of skewness (Rsk) and the kurtosis (Rku) may 
be considered as well to further describe the surface. Their equations are given below. 
 













The skewness is the second moment of the height distribution and will relate to the 
symmetry of the surface. A negative value will indicate a surface with predominantly 
deep valleys while a positive value will indicate a predominance of peaks. Kurtosis is the 
third moment of the height distribution and it relates to the texture distribution across the 
surface. A large value (>23) indicates non-normally distributed tall and deep features 
while a smaller value (<3) indicates a surface with rolling features. This is a good 
indicator of surface defects on an otherwise normal profile.  
 
Scanning Electron Microscope Analysis 
While the profilometer provides a quantitative analysis of surface treatment 
effectiveness, a scanning electron microscope (SEM) is utilized for qualitative analysis. 
This includes visually examining the surface quality, performing elemental analysis, and 
aiding an investigation into the infiltration performance. Samples will undergo visual 
inspection and elemental analysis of both the raw surfaces as well as polished cross 
sections. These results will be used to support conclusions that attempt to explain the 
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relationship between controlled variables and successful surface treatments. Due to the 
high cost associated with using a scanning electron microscope, not all samples will be 
analyzed using this equipment. Instead, selected samples are identified as candidates for 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this research, 48 samples underwent the full experiment of treatment and analysis. 
These samples experienced the contact infiltration procedure with different contact 
blanks, print orientations, infiltration cycles, and application pressures. Given the number 
of variables in this research, there are 56 possible combinations of treatments. Due to the 
large variety of combinations compared to the number of samples, not all situations are 
represented and some are only represented with limited data. That being said, this 
research focuses on the datasets of the most beneficial and successful experiments. From 
the 48 samples there were 68 specific faces analyzed for comparison. Table 3.1 gives a 
breakdown of the available treatment conditions and the number of faces analyzed that 
are specific to that treatment condition.   
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Table 3.1: Sample Faces Specific to Each Treatment Condition 
 






15 Standard Free None Striated 
7 Extended Free None Striated 
6 Extended Quartz Light In Plane 
6 Standard Painted Graphite Strong Striated 
5 Extended Quartz Strong In Plane 
4 Extended Ceramic Strong Striated 
3 Extended Quartz Light Striated 
3 Extended SB Graphite Strong In Plane 
3 Standard Free None In Plane 
3 Standard Painted Graphite Light In Plane 
3 Standard SB Graphite Strong Striated 
2 Extended Ceramic Strong In Plane 
2 Standard Ceramic Strong Striated 
2 Standard SB Graphite Strong In Plane 
1 Extended Ceramic Light In Plane 
1 Extended Painted Graphite Strong In Plane 
1 Standard Ceramic Strong In Plane 
1 Standard Painted Graphite Strong In Plane 
 
Generally, the Ra roughness values presented for comparison are compiled as 
averages, maximums, minimums, and standard deviations. In addition, the coefficient of 
variation (CV) is also presented here. It is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to 
the mean and is useful when comparing the probability distribution of datasets having 




The mass of the samples prior to and following infiltration are the first measurements 
taken and evaluated. These values were compared to determine the relative composition 
of stainless steel and bronze. The complete results of this analysis are presented in 
Appendix A while the compiled data is presented below in Table 3.2.  
 











Average 67.6 126.4 61% 39% 
Maximum 69.4 129.4 68% 41% 
Minimum 64.9 111.7 59% 32% 
Standard Deviation 1.0 3.7 2% 2% 
CV 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 
 
It was previously noted that a properly infiltrated 3D printed metal part should have a 
60% stainless steel and 40% bronze composition by mass. As a rule of thumb, a sample is 
determined to be fully infiltrated if the stainless steel and bronze quantities are within 
±3% of their theoretical values. Under this condition, samples 23 and 29 were not 
successfully infiltrated and were not considered for further evaluation. Therefore, 96% 
(or 46 out of 48) of the samples were properly infiltrated. It is important that samples be 
fully infiltrated because it ensures that the surfaces are fully saturated with bronze, an 




Effect of Contact Blanks 
As stated earlier, roughness measurements were performed using a Wyko non-contact 
profilometer. The resulting data was used to determine the effect of print orientation, 
contact pressure, infiltration cycle duration, and the effect of selected contact surfaces. 
The first comparison made was the effect of each contact blank on surface roughness. 
Without differentiating between pressure applied, infiltration cycle duration, or print 
orientation, the overall effect of the surface treatment is displayed in Table 3.3. As 
previously discussed, Table 2.1 displays the roughness of the contact blanks themselves. 
 








Graphite Ceramic Quartz 
Average 16,034 12,735 12,156 10,324 3,216 
Maximum 37,241 19,358 19,122 14,787 5,758 
Minimum 8,340 8,054 7,191 6,252 844 
Standard Deviation 7,341 4,189 3,972 2,793 1,345 
CV 0.46 0.33 0.33 0.27 0.42 
Number of faces (n= ) 25 8 11 14 10 
 
The data presented in Table 3.3 is also presented graphically in Figure 3.1 below. 
Here the average roughness of each surface treatment is represented in bar graph form 





























Figure 3.1: Overall Effect of Contact Blanks on Surface Roughness  
 
First, it should be noted that there is no data for contact infiltration using polished 
Inconel or silicon wafers. This is because during their experiments these materials reacted 
negatively with the printed samples. The Inconel permanently bonded to the sample due 
to the migration of nickel across the contact interface while the silicon disintegrated 
under the infiltration conditions.  
The data presented in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.1 is a general representation of the result 
of these contact infiltration treatments that ignores the effects of print orientation, 
pressure application, and infiltration cycle duration. From this data, it is apparent that 
contact infiltration results in a reduction in roughness of the sample face. This also 
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presents evidence that the roughness of the contact sample has an effect on the resulting 










































Figure 3.2: Relationship between Contact Blank Roughness and Sample Roughness 
 
This figure reveals that applying contact blanks with lower Ra roughness values 
resulted in smoother sample faces. To determine the optimal post-processing conditions, 
further evaluation was necessary.  
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Effect of Infiltration Cycle Duration 
To study the difference between a standard infiltration cycle and an extended 
infiltration cycle, the previous results were broken down and organized according to their 
infiltration cycle duration. The results of a standard infiltration cycle are presented in 
Table 3.4 while the results of an extended infiltration cycle is presented in Table 3.5. The 
data in these two tables is displayed graphically in Figure 3.3 below. Recall that the 
standard infiltration cycle is the manufacturer’s recommended temperature profile while 
the extended cycle was developed through the efforts of this research.  
 








Graphite Ceramic Quartz 
Average 17,974 14,276 14,216 9,197 NM 
Maximum 37,241 19,538 22,318 11,039 NM 
Minimum 8,655 8,054 7,191 6,966 NM 
Standard Deviation 7,024 7,192 4,681 2,064 NM 
CV 0.39 0.5 0.33 0.22 NM 












Graphite Ceramic Quartz 
Average 10,256 10,167 NM 10,879 2,992 
Maximum 11,681 11,155 NM 14,787 6,251 
Minimum 8,340 8,982 NM 6,252 844 
Standard Deviation 1,344 1,100 NM 3,048 1,430 
CV 0.13 0.11 NM 0.28 0.48 
Number of Faces (n= ) 7 3 1 7 14 
 
In the previous two tables, a value labeled “NM” means that there are no 
measurements presented due to the lack of data for that particular condition. From these 
tables, two observations may be made. First, during a standard infiltration cycle the 
roughness of the blank itself had an impact on the resulting sample roughness. During the 
extended infiltration cycle, this effect was only present when using quartz as a contact 
blank. Second, the use of an extended infiltration cycle had a positive effect on all 










































Free Surface SB Graphite Painted Ceramic Quartz
 
 
Figure 3.3: Comparison of Sample Roughness by Contact Blank and Infiltration Cycle  
 
To compare the effects of each of the previous treatments, this data was compared 
against a standard Ra roughness value in Table 3.6.  
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Table 3.6: Roughness Reduction as Compared to a Benchmark Value 
 







Graphite Ceramic Quartz 
Samples from 
Standard Cycle 17,974 14,276 14,216 9,197 NM 
Percent Ra Reduction 0% 21% 21% 49% NM 
Samples from 
Extended Cycle 10,256 10,167 NM 10,879 2,992 
Percent Ra Reduction 43% 43% NM 39% 83% 
 
The benchmark Ra value of 17,974nm represents the roughness of a sample prepared 
following the manufacturer’s recommended process. This situation is described as a free 
surface that experienced a standard infiltration cycle. The resulting roughness of each 
treatment was compared against this value and the percent reduction in Ra roughness is 
given below the corresponding roughness value. This table shows that an 83% average 
reduction in roughness was achievable when using a quartz contact blank under an 
extended infiltration cycle.  
 
Effect of Contact Pressure 
To determine the effect of pressure when using contact infiltration, two sets of 
experimental trials are used. They are the use of painted graphite under a standard 
infiltration cycle and the use of quartz under an extended infiltration cycle. Both of these 
scenarios have proven that their respective contact blanks impact the surface roughness 
when used in that particular cycle. The results are given numerically and graphically 
below in Table 3.7 and Figure 3.4, respectively.  
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Table 3.7: Effect of Pressure with Contact Blanks 
 
 Standard Infiltration Extended Infiltration 










Average 17,863 12,653 3,026 3,735 
Maximum 22,318 19,122 6,251 4,510 
Minimum 13,004 7,191 844 2,816 
Standard Deviation 4,670 4,013 1,797 728 
CV 0.26 0.32 0.59 0.19 






































Standard Infiltration with 
Painted Graphite Contact




Figure 3.4: Effect of Pressure with Contact Blanks 
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The distinction between “light” and “heavy” contact pressure was defined earlier in 
Chapter 2. Light pressure results if the blank was placed in contact with the sample under 
no force other than the weight of the sample or the weight of the blank. Heavy pressure 
results if the blank was placed in contact with the sample under great force using the 
compressed stack method described in Figure 2.5.  
The data in Table 3.7 and Figure 3.4 indicates that no conclusion can be made 
pertaining to the effectiveness of pressure application. While use of pressure in the first 
scenario produced a 29% reduction in roughness, the second situation resulted in a 23% 
increase. Further investigation using more samples and controlled situations is needed to 
accurately determine the effect of pressure application.  
 
Effect of Print Orientation 
As previously mentioned, the print orientation of the samples is an additional 
variable. Preliminary testing showed that free faces printed horizontally (in the x-y plane) 
have an average Ra of 13,000nm. Faces printed vertically (in the x-z or y-z plane) 
contained visible striations and had an average Ra of 19,800nm. This 34% reduction in 
roughness was further investigated by comparing several similar scenarios shown below 
in Table 3.8 and Figure 3.5.  
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Table 3.8: Effect of Print Orientation on Roughness 
 
 Standard Infiltration Extended Infiltration 
  Strong Pressure No Pressure Strong Pressure Light 
Pressure 
Ra (nm) Painted Graphite Free Face Ceramic Quartz 
Vertical 13,164 19,065 12,155 3,509 
Horizontal 9,589 12,518 7,427 2,784 




















































Figure 3.5: Effect of Print Orientation on Roughness 
 
While the datasets presented here represented distinctly different infiltration 
conditions, it is clear that a horizontal print orientation was preferred for reducing 
roughness no matter the other variables involved.  
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SEM Analysis 
The Scanning Electron Microscope was used in this research to obtain qualitative 
images of infiltrated surfaces. This includes checking for porosity within the samples and 
investigating the effect of contact infiltration at the surface boundary. The samples 
selected for this analysis were first sectioned to reveal the internal structure and surface 
boundary. They sections were then mounted using an epoxy resin and their cross sections 
were polished smooth to prepare them for analysis. The first analysis performed was an 
elemental mapping of the cross section displayed in Figure 3.6.  
 
 (A)  (B)  (C) 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Elemental Analysis of Sample Cross Section 
 
Part A in this figure shows an unaltered SEM image of a polished cross section. The 
round grey spots are stainless steel particles while the light colored area represents the 
surrounding bronze matrix. The small black spots represent voids where the bronze did 
not fully infiltrated the cavity. In this image there is evidence of some minor voids 
present within the sample.  
The images in part B and C show a color-coded elemental mapping of the SEM 





mapping of copper (shown in purple). These pictures show a homogeneous mix of 
discrete steel particles surrounded by bronze within the core of the sample. This is 
evidence that the part was nearly 100% dense, which means that it was suitable for 
contact infiltration analysis. 
The next inspection was a visual comparison of several surfaces. The first image 
presented is Figure 3.7, taken with a standard microscope. This is the surface of a sintered 
sample that has not been infiltrated. Notice that the 30µm stainless steel particles were 




Figure 3.7: Microscopic Surface of a Sintered Sample 
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Once the sample had been infiltrated with bronze, the surface appeared gold in color 
due to the bronze that reached the surface. Figure 3.8, also from a standard microscope, 
shows the surface of a sample treated with a painted graphite blank under a standard 
infiltration cycle. Notice that both bronze and stainless steel are present at the surface of 




Figure 3.8: Microscopic Surface of a Sample Treated with Contact Infiltration  
 
Figure 3.9 shows an SEM image of a free surface after experiencing an extended 
infiltration cycle. Here there are several distinct features highlighted. Feature 1 points to 
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discrete stainless steel particles that are covered in bronze. Feature 2 points to areas 
where a conglomeration of stainless steel particles are completely covered and the surface 
is saturated with bronze. Feature 3 indicates areas where the bronze does not fully 




Figure 3.9: Free Surface of a Sample after an Extended Infiltration Cycle 
 
Figure 3.10 shows an SEM image of the boundary where a surface treatment ends and 
the free surface begins. At the top of the image, the surface was treated with a ceramic 










Figure 3.10: Boundary where Ceramic Contact Treated Surface meets Free Surface 
 
 
This figure shows a distinct difference between a treated and untreated surface. The 
free surface appears with irregular features as it did in Figure 3.9. The treated surface 
appears quite different. Here there are areas where the bronze saturated the surface and 
flattened out, forming plateaus where it contacted and wetted out the ceramic blank. 







Figure 3.11: Surface Treated with a Ceramic Blank during Contact Infiltration 
 
In this figure, a closer inspection of the voids and plateaus are presented. While it 
appears that the plateaus fully saturated the surface with bronze, the individual plateaus 
did not fully merge with each other. Voids formed at these locations showing the bronze 
covered stainless steel particles beneath the surface. Despite these voids, the tops of the 
plateaus were very smooth and they cover enough surface area to make a positive impact 





Earlier it was noted that the best reduction in surface roughness occurred when using 
a polished quartz contact blank during and extended infiltration cycle. Figure 3.12 shows 
a cross section of the boundary between this type of treated surface and a free surface. 
This face was laterally oriented during the infiltration process, but the image has been 




Figure 3.12: Cross Section of Boundary between a Free Surface and Quartz Contact 
Treated Surface 
 
From this figure, it is clear that there was a distinct difference between the treated and 






both stainless steel and bronze at the face. The treated surface shows a very flat 
topographical profile containing a thin layer of bronze without stainless steel particles at 
the contact surface. The behavior we see is the bronze engaging in a wetting action as it 
reaches the contact surface. Once it completely infiltrates the part, it seeps out of the part 
and wets the contact surface. This results in a thin layer of bronze that coats the rougher 
stainless steel surface and assumes the smoothness of the contact blank. This surface is 




Figure 3.13: Close-Up of Bronze Surface Saturation 
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As before, the stainless steel powder appears as dark circles while the bronze matrix 
is the surrounding lighter area. This figure shows that the smooth surface profile of the 
plateau is primarily composed of a thin bronze layer. This layer is defined as the material 
between the outer surface and the highest point of the stainless steel powder surface. 
When measured, this extra surface layer of bronze appears to be approximately 50µm 
thick and is a consistent thickness across the treated surface. Currently, the variable that 
affects the thickness of this layer is undetermined. One explanation is that the bronze 
actually pushes the contact blank away from the stainless steel surface as the wetting 
action occurs. Another possibility is that the contact blank rests on several of the highest 
stainless steel features while the bronze fills in the gap between the blank and the 




Figure 3.14: Contact Blank Resting on Several High Surface Features 
 




Although the variables affecting the thickness of the bronze layer is not understood, it 
is still known that treated surfaces offer a reduced surface roughness. A surface treated 
with a quartz contact blank under an extended infiltration cycle was analyzed using a 3D 




Figure 3.15: Three Dimensional Roughness Analysis of Sample Treated with Quartz 
Contact and Extended Infiltration 
 
This analysis shows that the average roughness of the sample was Ra=5,220nm. This 
figure also shows that the plateaus are quite smooth while an excessive amount of voids 
(shown as dark areas) makes the surface appear rougher. In Figure 3.16, a two 





Figure 3.16: Two Dimensional Roughness Analysis of Sample Treated with Quartz 
Contact and Extended Infiltration 
 
In the bottom right corner of this figure, an image of the 3D analysis in Figure 3.15 is 
given showing a horizontal red line across the surface. This line directly corresponds to 
the line plotted in the chart. This figure clearly indicates where the plateaus and voids 
were located on the surface of this sample. Although there are no roughness values 
available for the plateaus themselves, it is evident that their tops are nearly planar until 
encountering a void. This is reinforcing evidence of the wetting action occurring at the 
contact-sample interface.  
Recall that the most effective treatment for roughness reduction was determined to be 
the use of a quartz contact blank upon a horizontally printed surface under an extended 
infiltration cycle. Sample number 46 experienced these conditions and resulted with an 
average roughness of Ra=844nm. Because this sample was the smoothest out of all other 
Voids Plateau Surfaces 
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samples in the experiment, its face was closely inspected using a SEM. This image is 




Figure 3.17: Sample Number 46 Treated with Extended Infiltration and Quartz Contact 
 
This surface shows extensive evidence of the wetting action, as there are several large 
plateaus present at the surface. Additionally, many of these plateaus have bridged to form 
more expansive flat areas at the surface. However, there are still some deep voids present 
where the bronze was unable to bridge across. It is hypothesized that using a bi-modal 




beneficial since it would reduce the average size of the surface voids. In such a case, the 
smaller stainless steel particles would be present in the voids and would become covered 
in bronze, assisting the bridging action. Further research would be necessary to test this 





The focus of this study was to investigate surface quality improvements on 3D 
printed metal tooling. Of particular interest are the use of contact infiltration treatments 
and the use of an extended infiltration cycle. In this study, the specimens and contact 
blanks were designed first. Then the parts were printed using specific parameters and 
sintered under normal conditions. During the post-processing stage of infiltration, several 
variables were tested including the print orientation, contact blank surface, applied 
contact pressure, and infiltration cycle duration. Samples were then measured for mass 
and density to verify their material composition ratio. Successfully infiltrated parts were 
then analyzed qualitatively using a scanning electron microscope and quantitatively using 
a non-contact profilometer. Finally, the average roughness values of the sample faces 
were compared according to their treatment parameters. This research concludes that: 
• The use of smoother contact blanks results in part faces that are 20-70% 
smoother. 
• Using an extended infiltration cycle is beneficial in all situations and it will 
reduce the roughness of a free surface by 43%. 
• Contact pressure does not have a discernable effect on part roughness. 
• Part faces printed vertically are 34% rougher than faces printed horizontally. 
• SEM analysis reveals that a wetting action occurs at the contact blank – part 
surface interface which results in a thin layer of bronze at the part surface. 
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When performing contact infiltration, the greatest impact results when non-reactive 
highly polished surfaces are used as contact blanks. The smooth contact surface aids the 
wetting action occurring at the contact interface between the part and the contact blank. 
For example, a sample face printed horizontally, placed in contact with quartz, and 
infiltrated with an extended cycle has an average roughness 83% less than an untreated 
free surface after a standard infiltration cycle.  
 
Future Studies 
For this method to be applicable and useful to the rapid tooling industry, some 
adjustments and further research should be performed. One primary focus is to 
investigate and improve the surface wetting action and bridging that occurs on the surface 
of parts. It is believed that the surface quality will be further enhanced if the entire 
surface can be wetted during the infiltration process. This may require further adjusting 
of the infiltration practices. In addition, the use of a bimodal powder distribution may 
reduce the size of voids and aid in complete surface wetting.  
Plastic injection mold cavities are often quite complex and contain intricate 
geometries. Since this research focuses on the application of planar surface treatments, 
modifications must be made so that contact infiltration can be performed with curved 
surfaces. One suggestion is to concurrently fabricate a non-metal contact blank using 
another RP technology while the rapid tooling is being directly produced via 3D printing. 
This blank could be directly or indirectly produced, but it would be preferred that the 
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blank be directly produced in ceramic. The final blank should have a thin coat of boron 
nitride paint to provide a nice wetting surface for the bronze.  
Another suggestion for future work is to fabricate mold inserts that contain micro 
features. Considering the success using polished quartz, these wafers can be etched and 
applied as a contact blank. Microinjection molding using etched silicon wafers as mold 
inserts has been attempted, but the wafers are very brittle and are not durable. If 
microfeatures can be replicated upon the surface of 3D printed metal tooling, then it may 


































Sintered Part Mass - 
w/out stilt (grams) 
Infiltrated Part Mass - 
w/out stilt (grams) % SST % Bronze 
5 76.7 67.6 128.6 60% 40% 
6 77.5 68.3 125.5 62% 38% 
7 74.9 66.0 120.9 62% 38% 
8 77.1 67.9 128.6 60% 40% 
9 73.6 64.9 118.8 62% 38% 
10 76.6 67.5 128.3 60% 40% 
11 77.7 68.5 129.4 60% 40% 
12 74.7 65.8 122.4 61% 39% 
13 77.2 68.1 128.4 60% 40% 
14 73.6 64.9 121.0 61% 39% 
15 76.8 67.7 127.9 60% 40% 
20 75.8 66.8 128.8 59% 41% 
23 76.0 67.0 111.7 68% 32% 
24 76.3 67.3 128.7 59% 41% 
25 75.0 66.1 124.9 60% 40% 
26 75.7 66.7 128.2 59% 41% 
27 75.3 66.4 127.6 59% 41% 
28 77.2 68.0 127.7 60% 40% 
29 76.4 67.3 113.9 67% 33% 
30 76.5 67.4 128.3 60% 40% 
31 75.5 66.6 124.0 61% 39% 
32 76.2 67.2 127.1 60% 40% 
33 75.5 66.5 127.6 59% 41% 
34 77.6 68.4 129.2 60% 40% 
35 77.2 68.1 129.1 60% 40% 
37 76.3 67.3 127.3 60% 40% 
38 76.7 67.6 127.9 60% 40% 
39 77.2 68.1 129.3 60% 40% 
40 76.8 67.7 129.3 59% 41% 
42 75.9 66.9 127.4 60% 40% 
43 76.2 67.2 127.9 60% 40% 
60 75.8 66.8 127.8 59% 41% 
61 77.6 68.4 128.9 60% 40% 
63 77.1 67.9 128.9 60% 40% 
67 78.6 69.3 125.1 63% 37% 
68 78.8 69.4 124.8 63% 37% 
69 78.2 69.0 125.6 62% 38% 
70 77.4 68.2 124.6 62% 38% 
71 77.5 68.3 128.4 60% 40% 
72 78.7 69.4 125.9 62% 38% 
73 78.5 69.2 127.9 61% 39% 
74 78.1 68.8 127.2 61% 39% 
82 77.0 67.8 128.4 60% 40% 
83 76.4 67.3 127.0 60% 40% 
84 76.9 67.8 127.6 60% 40% 
(28) 77.3 68.1 129.2 60% 40% 
(26) 76.9 67.8 127.2 60% 40% 





Roughness Measurements of Samples 
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Sample Cycle Surface Treatment Pressure Face Print Orientation Ra (nm) Rku Rq (nm) Rsk 
6 Standard SB Graphite Strong 2 In Plane 13,140 4.6 17,179 -0.34 
6 Standard SB Graphite Strong 4 In Plane 19,358 4.5 24,619 -1.01 
10 Standard Ceramic Strong 2 In Plane 9,586 6.2 13,284 0.07 
10 Standard Painted Graphite Strong 4 In Plane 9,589 6.7 12,775 0.77 
11 Extended SB Graphite Strong 2 In Plane 11,155 6.9 15,257 -1.12 
11 Extended SB Graphite Strong 4 In Plane 8,982 7.3 11,965 -0.82 
14 Extended Painted Graphite Strong 2 In Plane 8,679 10.7 12,542 -0.82 
14 Extended SB Graphite Strong 4 In Plane 10,365 6.1 13,604 -0.38 
21 Standard SB Graphite Strong 2 Striated 18,605 3.5 24,094 -0.01 
21 Standard Painted Graphite Strong 4 Striated 11,159 4.8 14,912 -0.17 
21 Standard Painted Graphite Light 5 In Plane 13,004 4.7 17,687 0.18 
23 Standard Painted Graphite Strong 2 Striated 19,122 4.4 24,633 -0.75 
23 Standard Painted Graphite Light 5 In Plane 22,318 4.1 29,836 -0.26 
24 Standard Painted Graphite Strong 2 Striated 11,516 4.8 15,088 0.64 
24 Standard SB Graphite Strong 2 Striated 12,224 4.1 15,733 0.18 
24 Standard Ceramic Strong 4 Striated 6,966 9.0 9,795 0.01 
25 Standard SB Graphite Strong 4 Striated 8,054 6.5 11,001 1.22 
26 Standard Painted Graphite Strong 2 Striated 7,191 5.7 9,688 0.36 
27 Standard Ceramic Strong 4 Striated 11,039 4.5 14,861 0.32 
32 Extended Ceramic Strong 2 Striated 14,787 10.5 23,602 -2.67 
43 Standard Painted Graphite Strong 2 Striated 15,717 3.8 20,427 0.35 
43 Standard Painted Graphite Strong 4 Striated 14,278 5.2 18,688 -0.35 
43 Standard Painted Graphite Light 5 In Plane 18,266 4.5 23,265 -0.30 
55 Extended Ceramic Strong 4 Striated 13,093 6.8 18,753 -1.30 
63 Extended Ceramic Strong 2 Striated 11,986 6.0 16,726 -1.35 
63 Extended Ceramic Strong 4 Striated 8,755 10.0 13,228 -2.18 
69 Extended Quartz Strong 2 In Plane 4,415 40.2 8,933 -5.17 
69 Extended Ceramic Strong 4 In Plane 6,252 40.5 9,810 -3.90 
70 Extended Quartz Strong 2 In Plane 2,816 43.2 7,311 -5.95 
70 Extended Quartz Strong 4 In Plane 3,283 53.2 8,038 -6.30 
71 Extended Quartz Strong 4 In Plane 4,510 21.5 8,776 -4.05 
72 Extended Ceramic Strong 2 In Plane 8,602 5.2 11,831 -0.15 
72 Extended Quartz Strong 4 In Plane 3,652 28.4 8,026 -4.03 
73 Extended Ceramic Light 2 In Plane 12,676 5.1 15,811 -0.05 
73 Extended Quartz Light 4 In Plane 5,758 24.5 11,490 -4.41 




74 Extended Quartz Light 5 Striated 2,067 37.8 5,074 -5.49 
75 Extended Quartz Light 6 Striated 2,210 75.0 7,159 -7.90 
(26) Extended Quartz Light 5 In Plane 1,856 52.0 5,192 -6.59 
(26) Extended Quartz Light 6 In Plane 2,874 59.7 7,233 -6.88 
(28) Extended Quartz Light 5 In Plane 2,686 40.6 6,696 -5.81 
(46) Extended Quartz Light 5 In Plane 2,687 36.2 6,710 -5.48 
(46) Extended Quartz Light 6 In Plane 844 105.0 3,050 -9.00 
21 Standard Free None 6 In Plane 11,972 4.3 15,423 -0.20 
23 Standard Free None 6 In Plane 15,167 4.4 19,563 -0.37 
43 Standard Free None 3 Striated 21,012 4.0 26,930 -0.18 
43 Standard Free None 6 In Plane 10,416 6.4 14,300 0.03 
6 Standard Free None 1 Striated 18,401 3.8 24,330 -0.40 
6 Standard Free None 3 Striated 17,222 5.6 23,549 -0.60 
7 Standard Free None 1 Striated 15,988 4.2 21,857 -0.10 
9 Standard Free None 1 Striated 16,246 4.2 20,894 0.74 
10 Standard Free None 3 Striated 8,779 6.9 12,703 0.42 
24 Standard Free None 3 Striated 12,049 5.3 15,591 -0.46 
25 Standard Free None 3 Striated 8,655 5.2 11,994 -0.11 
21 Standard Free None 3 Striated 20,165 3.3 25,057 -0.11 
21 Standard Free None 1 Striated 16,762 3.6 21,544 0.15 
23 Standard Free None 3 Striated 21,811 3.4 28,153 0.30 
23 Standard Free None 1 Striated 23,744 4.6 31,268 -0.57 
43 Standard Free None 3 Striated 21,012 4.0 26,930 -0.18 
43 Standard Free None 1 Striated 26,890 3.7 35,198 0.10 
45 Standard Free None 1 Striated 37,241 2.6 45,825 0.19 
63 Extended Free None 3 Striated 10,709 6.4 14,307 -0.10 
69 Extended Free None 3 Striated 11,681 5.2 14,867 -0.03 
70 Extended Free None 3 Striated 8,478 4.8 11,616 0.16 
71 Extended Free None 3 Striated 10,768 6.8 14,256 0.34 
72 Extended Free None 3 Striated 8,340 6.6 12,002 0.30 
11 Extended Free None 3 Striated 11,481 8.9 16,709 1.58 
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